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Reminiscing the 16 Days of Activism
To commemorate with the rest
of the World and as part of slated events to mark the 16 days of
activism to end violence against
women and girls. The Women
Fund in collaboration with Mercy Corps, Hadis Foundation,
Women of Glory and the UK
Aid organised the Abuja
#Walkofa1000Men.
This walk drew over 2,000 men
and women which was far above
the expected number. NWTF
developed graphics for publicity,
participated in the Press Conferences and was one of the two
representatives on AIT Kaakaki
to discuss the issues and the

walk. NWTF mobilised men
from the NURTW, Kurudu, Durumi and publicized the walk on
She Impact platforms. Notably,
NWTF brought in renowned
Nollywood actor Zack Amata,
for the walk. Other prominent
male gender champions like Nigeria’s famous Charly Boy
Oputa, politicians, technocrats,
representatives of civil society
organisations joined hundreds of
other stakeholders on this march
to push for change and end violence against women and girls.
The 1,000 Number projected
was far outnumbered, with
women, girls and children notably participating.

She Impact partners across Nigeria also commemorated the 16
Days of Activism through different events.

Other prominent male
gender champions like
Nigeria’s famous Charly
Boy Oputa, politicians,
technocrats, representatives of civil society organisations joined the
walk

Engaging the NURTW on inclusion
As one of NWTF activities to
push for change, the Fund organised a sensitization program for
the members of the NURTW.
The engagement served as one of
the activities lined up to mark the
#16DaysOfActivism. It was used
as a means to further appeal and
solicit support from members of
the union on fair representation
of women in the Union’s activities and further encourage them
to be advocates and perpetrators
of mutual respect for the few female representatives amongst
them.
In line with the theme of the
#16DaysActivism, the major session of the meeting spoke to the
need to end gender based vio-

lence. NWTF used interaction
and photo illustrations of to engage the members of the union.
Most of the NURTW members
who spoke believe that it is
wrong to beat up a woman,
though, some alluded to the fact
that some women can actually
provoke you to the point of assaulting her physically. However,
NWTF emphasized that there is
no reason or provocation that justifies the battering of a woman.
In pidgin English NWTF asked
‘E get anything wey suppose
make man beat woman?’ and
they chorused ‘no!’ It was also
agreed that there is need to intervene when a man is battering a
woman, whether she is his wife
or not.

…there is no reason
or provocation that
justifies the battering
of a woman.
The issue was also addressed in a
drama skit which depicted the
laudability in women driving
commercial vehicles and discouraged provocation and aggressiveness towards women that often
come as the ego of the male
folks.
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AG’s visit to Government Girls
Secondary School, Ungwan
Uku was to intimate the girls on 16days of
activism.
The focus was to highlight the subtle dangers that they are prone to, devices that
they otherwise don’t know exist and as a
result, they constantly fall victim to gender based violence. Mr. Abdulbaki who
facilitated the lecture informed the girls
by itemizing these dangers, they are as
followed. Manner of dressing attracts
Rapist, Being at odd places at odd hours,
Companies they keep, Early marriage

Reaching Out to
Girls on VAWG
Prevention

The list indicates that the girls have the
power to reduce their tendency to be victims of GBV if they pay more attention to
their appearance by not wearing provocative clothing that will entice men, they
shouldn’t be at odd places at odd hours
and they should know the kind of friends
they keep. He entertained questions and
opinions from the girls which created an
interactive atmosphere that was very inclusive.

ARTV 44 KANO DISCUSSION ON VAWG
The ARTV 44 Kano discussion was centered around intimating the audience
about the factors leading to VAWG rape, child marriage, human trafficking and child abuse.
Muhammad Mustapha enlightened
the public on the 16 Days of Activism
by saying it was a period of supporting, advocating, and sensitizing
the public on the eradication of
VAWG. He said women are vulnerable
to many forms of violation today due
to cases of illiteracy, poverty, amorality and warp value systems. He advised
the public to respect and treat women
as equals and speak out and stand to
defend them at any point in time.
Mama Khadijah (JNI) spoke against
given out young girls for marriage
when they are supposed to be in
school, she cited examples of women
going for medical attention on VVF as

a result of early marriages. She advised the public especially parents to
desist from such act. She also said
those girls are armature and can’t
handle family affairs and in most cases, they get beat up and divorced because they are inexperienced.
Rukayya Muhammad talked on the
influx of women into other countries
for prostitution. She said there has
been an increase of women migration
into other countries over the years
and government should help to mitigate this act because several lives
have been lost in the course of smuggling women. More so, she is of the
opinion that children taken from the
village or their parents with the intension of taking care of them in the city,
should be well taking care off and not
the other around. There were several
phone calls, comments, contributions

and pledges to support the campaign.
They also promised to extend the
knowledge.

Is Nigeria ready for a female President?
‘Is Nigeria ready for a female
President?’ the response was a
pause, exchange of glances and
then conflicting chorus answers.
Some of the corps members
believe that Nigeria is ready for
female president; some believe
that Nigeria is not ready.
Nigerian Women Trust Fund in
partnership with the National
Youth Service Corps (NYSC) is
engaging
corps
members
through the NYSC Community
Development Services (CDS).
The aim of the meetings is to
assess the corps members’ understanding of gender roles and
their opinion on gender discrimination, women’s leadership
and political participation.

The goal of the meeting is an
expected consensus by the core
members on the issues discussed and a commitment to
promoting the issues addressed
in their CDS activities. During
the engagement, other questions include: ‘Will you vote for
a female aspirant?’, ‘Can women be good leaders?’ In most of
the meetings, the consensus
was that women can be good
leaders and that indeed Nigeria
is ready for female governors
and a female president come
2019. This consensus is in defiance of socio-cultural, political
barriers and common misconceptions about gender roles.

include the key messages in
their CDS activities, carry forth
the messages to their peers and
community as well as use their
special gifts to do same.

In most of the
meetings, the consensus was that
women can be good
leaders and that indeed Nigeria is ready
for … a female president come 2019.

The corps members pledged to
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Traditional leaders pledge to stop GBV
WARDC carried out visits to male
champions who are key influencers in the communities soliciting
their support in speaking out
against violence against women
and in supporting women in leadership positions in their kingdoms.
WARDC identified 4 traditional
rulers in Lagos State who have a
lot of influence in their communities and serve a strong moral and
dispute resolution role in the
communities. They include; His
Highness Akeem Ambali the Oba
of Orile, Agege, High Chief J.A Balogun, Baale of of Oko-oba, Eze
H.N Ohazuike the Eze Ndigbo in
Lagos, Oba Adekunle Apena-

Regent of Ikeja Land.

en still view it as a private matter
and refuse to report incidences of
The visits where carried out by
violence. Also the need for more
WARDC project staff in conjuncawareness and sensitization protion with cluster members and
grams to be carried out in their
other grass root groups.
communities on gender based
The visits strengthened the relaviolence . Hence traditional leadtionship with the traditional rulers ers are more aware and have
as we recognized the work they
showed positive attitudes in reare doing in their communities in sponding to issues of domestic
terms of issues of violence against violence.
women and we also got the commitment and affirmation from tra- It was reported in the media:
ditional leaders to better prohttp://independentnig.com/
tecting women against violence in women-groups-seeks-traditionaltheir communities. They exleaders-support-on-activism-onpressed the challenges they envaw/
counter in mediating in issues of
domestic violence as many wom-

Eze Ndigbo 2 with WARDC staff and volunteers

Baale of Oko Oba displaying his t-shirt after his commitment

WARDC in a group photo with Oba of Agege during the 16 Days Activism
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o Commemorate the 16
days of activism on Violence Against Women
and Children in Nigeria.
The Women Aid Collective
(WACOL) organised a football
match to ‘Kick Out’ violence
Against Women and children.
The novelty game where male
gender champions took pitched
against each other happened at
the rangers training arena, at
Liberty Estate Enugu.

by men while women dominated it is not yet ‘Uhuru’; ‘’We must
the demography of the victim.
continue to thinker and strate“The more men speak against gize until we achieve our goals’’
this evil, the greater the impact, she stressed.

so they are kicking it our through
this soccer match’’ she emphasized. Ezeilo also extoled Civil
Society Organization, as well as
funders such as DFID for their
efforts at ensuring the safety of
women the society and giving
them voices too. She however
noted that, even though gains
The Founding Director of are made in the women project,
WACOL/Tamar SARC Prof. Joy
Ezeilo was on hand to lend voice
to the fight against Gender
Based Violence. She noted that
voices of male are critical to the
elimination of GBV because most
violence be it rape or domestic
violence are mostly perpetrated

Pushingfor
EndtoGBV
inEnugu

The soccer match kicked off with
an early morning road walk involving WACOL team, V4C reps,
Male Champions students and
some Enugu residents.
In another development, WACOL
also partnered the Enugu state
Governor wife Mrs. Cecilia Ugwuanyi in the December Edition
of the monthly prayer. The forum was used to sensitize over
3000 Enugu women that gathered at the Okpara Square, on
Sexual and Gender Based Violence (SGBV), Gender Equality
and Women Political participation.
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believe that women should be
given the opportunity to manage the country, you will find
out that in quite a lot of the countries where women have managed
affairs these countries have advanced both technologically and
socially. Take Britain for instance,
it is a woman who is the head of
that country and because of this you see
that up till now Britain
is one of the topmost
countries in the world.
Countries that don’t
give women the opportunity to have a
say in public affairs
usually have a lot of
difficulties. Take for
example my country
Nigeria, I think women should be given
the right to govern
affairs to address
some of these difficulties. I also think it is
for us men to realize
that we don’t really
have time for the human aspects of life. If it
comes to making a mechanical gadget that will fly to the
moon yes! Making cars yes! Building roads yes! But to have all these things synergically come together we should give it to the
women. I believe the reason why
Nigerian women are not given the
opportunity to take part in politics
is because most men are afraid of
losing power.

you talk about the factors responsible for the poor representation in
government; one like I said is power. Who controls the power? when
you are controlling power, it then
all comes down to money because
he who controls the power either
political or physical, also controls
the money and so I think for a very

campaign but what I try to do is to
create awareness. I am not a contractor or a businessman, what I
do is make films that show people
the benefits of allowing women
and girls to lead; that is what I
have been doing. I have shot quite
a lot of films, I can remember two
in particular; The first
one was supported by
UNICEF and was called
“Born free” it focused on
the health aspect of human life. It showed that
women and girls suffer
more from HIV, and
many other ailments. An
HIV infected woman or
mother will most probably pass the HIV virus to
her child. The film
helped to change this
by showing that it is
possible for a mother to
give birth to a HIV free
baby. The other film I recall shooting was about
unequal access to education for the girl child in Nigeria. In
some parts of Nigeria girls do not
go to school, why? Because they
depend on men, because they
have been told that it is the men
who are supposed to lead. So we
made a film called “Zabi na” meaning my choice. It showed the
choice of … Read more

REAL MEN UPLIFT WOMEN
—ZACK AMATA

Two things to come to mind when

long time men have thought that if
they allow the women to get that
power or come into politics they
(men) will not have access to money. Everything boils down to money.
About #MyBoldSteps in support of
women’s leadership and political
participation, I have not actually
brought out a woman to go and
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The She Impact Movement
It is happening across Nigeria,
the She Impact movement; a
massive online campaign and
network of women groups in
selected states working to improve women’s leadership and
political participation. Read
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